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About 20 minutes after Ross left ~1159am a dark jaeger appeared to our north.
Jason called it out first and we both got on it with the scopes. I don’t know
jaegers very well, but have seen all 3, a fair number of Parasitics and one darker
immature Long-tailed on the Atlantic. It alighted on the water for about a minute
farther upstream, enough time to call Ross who was just getting to shore, and
send out an RBA text before it started flying at us again. It briefly alit once or
twice more as we watched it approach in the scopes. Probably viewed at about
500m, or halfway to shore from our vantage. There were about 100 RBGU on
the mud bars which I fully expected the jaeger to approach. Unfortunately, it
never did but just kept on moving southbound. Overall impression was a
somewhat chesty bird, certainly not near a Pomarine. That was easily ruled out.
Jason called out somewhat broad based wings, a shorter-tailed appearance with
short tips to central rects protruding, and a “smaller” headed appearance based
on body size. We discussed these points as we viewed BOC photos in the field.
The only thing possibly inconsistent with Parasitic was the amount of white in the
primary shafts. This was difficult to view in the field. White visible in this area is
very obvious on the outer 2-3 primaries (hard to tell exactly how many), but
inside that detail is lost. This is a typical look on both Long-tailed and Parasitic,
where some Parasitic are bright white on the outer few and less so on the inner
few. This region is highly variable. White patch at base of underside of primaries
appears wider than typical thin comma look of Long-tailed, but was not observed
in the field, and again is variable. Consistent in Long-tailed photos online is a tail
projection equal to the width of the wing base, while Parasitic is shorter, often
80%. My photos appear to show this proportion, and Jason commented in the
field on the bird’s short-tailed appearance. Something we didn’t notice it in the
field, but later in photos there appears to be a slight warmish brown cast to the
body, where Long-tailed is colder browns and grays. Overall, everything we can
and could determine pointed to Parasitic which is the “expected” species, despite
the rarity of all 3 in the state. I believe Long-tailed can be ruled out by Jason’s
solid fist impression, the bird’s overall proportions, body color and rarity level.

Migrating downriver, sat on the water upstream from us several times then
continued straight past us southbound. Unfortunately didn't bother to come
check out the gull flock near us.

See description
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